In 1976, in accordance with the Naval-Kokolik River Floating Opportunities guide, visitors are encouraged to file a trip plan with the BLM before entry into NPR-A. NPR-A is open to backpacking/hiking, but general public access is not allowed. If you see people on the ground, on a lake, or on a surface water, please try to maintain an appropriate distance.

Aircraft use near NPR-A communities and users to avoid conflict. Be respectful of the land and the people who live here.

If you see wildlife, please show your path to avoid presenting a challenging situation for the animals and for you. Please remember that wildlife habitats may be in remote and hard-to-access areas. If you see wildlife, it is best to allow them to continue their normal activities with as little disturbance as possible.

There is no marked trail in NPR-A, so find your own way. The terrain can be challenging, with treacherous snows and avalanches, steep terrain, and rocky outcrops. There are no marked trails in NPR-A, so find your own way. The terrain can be challenging, with treacherous snows and avalanches, steep terrain, and rocky outcrops.
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